
What' s the real color of the dress?
Some ideas written and processed by Andre Koppel using Mathematica 10.

Is it White and Gold or Blue and Black?

In[10]:= a = ;

First of all, for me the dress is White and Gold. But be aware. The question is: “What are the real 

colors of the dress”. It’s impossible to give an answer to this question because we are only able to 

look at a picture of the dress (not the dress itself). It’s the same as Magritte’s Image of a pipe:

Really, it isn' t a pipe, it' s a picture of a pipe.

So we must be aware, there are differences looking at a picture or a real thing. Our eyes are process-

ing a picture and our brain takes additional information from the picture into account! First of all, the 



question is: “What’s the color of the dress?”, it’s not “What’s the color the picture shows?”. On my 

computer-screen the colors highly depend on the angle I am looking at the screen. If I am looking 

horizontal to the picture a really see some grey and amber. My brain converts these colors to white 

and gold. Why? The answer is pretty simply: In the background we can see a bright white scenery. 

Because of this our brain thinks: “The photo of the dress is made in a shadow area, the shadow 

darkens the dress, really it’s brigther”. So our brain makes it brigther. The result: Gray becomes 

white, amber becomes gold.

But this did not explain the blue/black coloring seen by some persons. If I am looking at a sharp 

angle to my computer screen, I am also able to see blue and black. The amber part becomes 

hidded and is shown as black and the grey/white part becomes blue. So I guess the complete 

problem is a result of different coloring on different output devices and modifications made by our 

brains.

Now we are doing some image processing:

Let us take a look at the dominant Colors, Mathematica provides a function to separate them.

In[5]:= colors = DominantColors[a]

Out[5]=  , , , 

The result are 4 colors, some kind of light blue, grey, white and brown (possibly gold).

Let us take a look at the histogram data of the picture:

In[8]:= ImageHistogram[a]

Out[8]=

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

This isn' t really usefull.

Separating the colors is possibly more helpfull. The following 3 pictures do separate the 3 main 

colors from the picture. So you can see a picture with only red, green and blue parts.

In[9]:= ColorSeparate[a]

Out[9]=  , , 

If we are doing some kind of coloring to these separation, the result is as below:
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In[11]:= MapThread[ImageMultiply, {ColorSeparate[a], {Red, Green, Blue}}]

Out[11]=  , , 

Possibly that' s the first answer. If a person is colorblind in some kind (red and/or green), the person 

possibly only sees  the right picture (blue and black). The red and green parts of the dress is 

removed, this results in mainly black stripes (instead of amber).

But there is an additional answer: Color-reduction. Using Mathematica it’s possible to reduce the 

Number of colors of a picture. If we are doing a color reduction of the image using only 3 different 

colors, the result looks pretty black and blue. 
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In[13]:= ColorQuantize[a, 3, Dithering → False]

Out[13]=

◼ Conclusion
There are several problems with such pictures:

◼ We are looking at a picture (not at the real world)

◼ Pictures are shown differently on different devices

◼ Color reduction done on some kind of devices may completely change the colors shown.

◼ Colors of a picture highly depend on the viewing angle

◼ Colorblindness may completely change everything

◼ Our brain changes coloring depending on the scenery
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